Thus in the mid'st of a careless thought, A paper to my hand was brought ... A Philter 'twas, that darted pain Thrô every pleas'd and trembling vein. A stratagem, to send a Dart By a new way into the heart, Th'Ignoble Policie of Love By a clandestin means to move.2
The first passage is acknowledged as authentic by biographers. The second, discussing how a reader is manipulated by words and creating an image of a desiring writer, is assumed to be a fiction.
The passages raise the question, why do we accept "personal" letters as authentic documents which, along with diaries, have special status? The question is even more pointed when the letters are written in the period we call "early modem": that is, before some assumed definitive change has brought about our "modern" subjectivity. When Behn writes that she is a poor stranger in a foreign land who will eat her head out if Lord Arlington does not send her money, historians accept her autobiographical stance; but the poem is assumed to have no biographical significance, though it is one among her many iterations of the theme of ambivalent reading. Yet plainly she did not eat her head out. Surely the generic conventions governing a lowly government employee's letter to the chief minister of state are as tight and constraining as the mies and techniques of a hudibrastic poem. Our assumptions of the authenticity of private writing, however, mean that we value letters because they have the appearance of genuine, modern subjectivity, and because we often ignore their generic, rhetorical features.
It is this modem view of letters that, I believe, has helped to exclude
Behn's novel Love-Letters between a Nobleman and His Sister from accounts of "the rise of the novel"; otherwise it is hard to explain the critics' cold shouldering. Part 1 of Love-Letters (1684) is a series of letters loosely based on the scandal of the elopement of Ford Lord Grey with his sisterin-law Lady Henrietta Berkeley; it is described as being discovered in a cabinet. Shortly after the Monmouth Rebellion in 1685, in which Grey played a cmcial part, Behn published Love-Letters, part 2, which follows the lovers through their exile on the Continent and the breakdown of their relationship. In part 3, The Amours of Philander and Silvia (1687), Behn concludes the story of the lovers and deals with the actual events leading up to the Monmouth Rebellion. The letters in parts 2 and 3 are framed by a third-person narrative which carries much of the action of the novel.
Love-Letters, though generically ambiguous, has many of the components ofthe future eighteenth-century novel. It is long, has a plausible setting, and reveals the development of a main character. Unlike earlier works of lower-class realism-by Nashe and Deloney for example-it displays the fascination with the upper orders that marks the British novel. Yet I feel sympathetic to one argument against it recently made by Robert Mayer in his History and the Early English Novel (1997) . Mayer declares categorically that Behn's fiction has no claim to being the first English novel because the "novel" must be a new form of discourse. Following Hans Robert Jauss's reader reception theory, which stresses the "horizon of expectations," he notes that "the first novel" must have seemed revolutionary to contemporary readers. No such response was registered to Behn's workreaders assimilated it easily into the well-established fictional traditions of romance and scandal.3 Yet there is more than just the failure of contemporaries to be generically astounded that sets Behn's Love-Letters apart from that secure contender for fictional originality, Richardson's Pamela. Something in Behn's use and creation of letters does not pass modem muster. Feminist criticism, which arose when the aesthetic criticism of high culture was giving way to a social criticism of society, politics, and power, brought forgotten women writers like Behn into focus. Hence, it is irrelevant to find Love-Letters wanting on aesthetic grounds; if it fails as a "novel," it is because it does not deliver what critic after critic-Ian Watt, Michael McKeon, Nancy Armstrong, William Beatty Warner, J. Paul Hunter, John Richetti, and Madeleine Kahn-implies that the eighteenth-century novel must deliver: a transcript of subjectivity.
The revaluation of the early novel in the last forty or so years since the publication of Ian Watt's Rise of the Novel has surrounded the canonical five English male novelists of the eighteenth century (now often reduced to four, since Smollett has rather fallen from fashion) by women, hack writers, balladeers, and journalists. The (restricted) novel which Watt in the 1950s startlingly placed within grand socio-intellectual history has now been set within a larger area of cultural activity. It has been related to many discourses outside the formal genres of romance and history, its usual company. It has been defined as a vehicle of generic and cultural transformations, instead of, in Watt's term, by its "formal real-3 Hans Robert Jauss, "Literary History as a Challenge to Literary Theory," Towards an Aesthetic of ism." The novel's main practitioners are seen less as single visionaries than as historians and facilitators of general cultural shifts.
Among the primary controllers of the new narrative, Michael McKeon is pre-eminent. In The Origins ofthe English Novel, 1600-1740, a genre study of canon and ideology formation, McKeon sees the novel as defining itself in the 1740s, after years of "categorical instability," as the site of intellectual straggle about forms and values society should assume. Although McKeon takes issue with Watt's teleological assumption and tries to overcome his developmental bias by assessing earlier ideological struggles, he shares many of Watt's attitudes: the novel, as he defines it, is still implicated in the rise of the middle class and the growth of individualism. Both are triumphant in Pamela-as Diderot implied when he praised Richardson for writing the trae history of the soul. In McKeon's words:
As early as Pamela, Richardson's epistolary method had suggested to some of his supporters a generic model different from the historical document and fundamentally alien to its empirical mode of naturalness, the model of drama. ... A series of letters, Richardson says, offers "the only natural Opportunity ... of representing with any Grace those lively and delicate Impressions, which Things present are known to make upon the Minds of those affected by them," and which lead "us farther into the Recesses of the human Mind, than the colder and more general Reflections suited to a continued and more contracted Narrative."4 Nancy Armstrong, in her Foucauldian Desire and Domestic Fiction, adds women and gender to the defining mix of the epistolary novel. The rising middle class transmits a strong discourse of domestic femininity that marks the new subjectivity. The contradictory power of women in the family unit redefines the private space away from Habermas's civic space, so that it now drastically opposes the masculine public sphere. The novel transforms the feminine domestic sphere into a locus of power, and signals the birth of a new ideology in which the subject is constituted out of words and in which power arises from within the individual.5 The centre of the plot of the crucial novel Pamela is the displacement of Mr B.'s desire from Pamela's body to her letters. To carry the weight of this argument, these letters, now the locus of his desire, must be recognized as defining her subjectivity. At the same time Armstrong follows Foucault in arguing that Pamela's domestic subjectivity derives from surveillance by herself and others, which she then internalizes. Ironically, Aphra Behn, the letter-writing spy turned novelist, does not appear in Armstrong's book. ¦ Both McKeon's and Armstrong's are impressive descriptions of the Richardsonian epistolary novel and the women's novels that follow. Both see letters as at least discursively authentic and personal-having selfreflecting and objective integrity, except when used hypocritically by villains such as Lovelace and Valmont. Richardson anticipates their attitude: the letter represents "secret purposes" which could be clearly read, whether of "an intriguing head" or a "resolute heart." The letter delivers not the objectivity of sense impressions but the subjectivity of the mind.6 Other rereaders of Watt take a similar line. J. Paul Hunter in Before Novels privileges the new "culture of the closet" in the formation of the novel. Like McKeon and Armstrong he largely ignores Behn.7 For him the eighteenth-century novel, from Pamela to Evelina, calls on the firstperson heritage of diaries, and lets the reader compare the subjectivities of the various assumed writers. It also derives from the autobiographies of, for example, Bunyan, Baxter, Muggleton, and Fox, although he notes that before Richardson there were relatively few secular autobiographies.
Colley Cibber shocked the literate nation with his Apology in 1740; until then readers had not been especially interested in accounts of individual subjectivity and private lives, as the failure of John Dunton's Life and Errors of 1705 indicates. By mid-century, fictional letters revealing selfawareness, introspection, and subjectivity became the substitutes for the "true" memoir.
Madeleine Kahn in Narrative Transvestism: Rhetoric and Gender in the Eighteenth-Century Novel uses psychoanalysis to discuss the novel.
She sees the Richardsonian letter as an "intimate form," confessional in tone. So the epistolary form expresses the author's subjectivity-it "allows him to parcel out his contradictions among his various letter writers."8
Again the argument is founded on a belief that the letter is a transcription of feelings and that the subjectivity revealed represents the triumphant emergence of a new ideology of reader response. The reader must become the psychologist, interpreting the confession of the writer.
and meta-epistolary novel, though he rightly associates the letters of part 2 with the diplomatic letter in code: "The movement between the Letters and the Adventures [part 2] involves the eclipse of the idealized, honor-bound, vow-strewn correspondence Philander and Silvia had exchanged as lovers, and their development of a discourse, subjectivity, and modus vivendi appropriate to diplomacy." Letters were much implicated in contemporary diplomacy, he argues: "Important early practitioners of a correspondence, diplomats disguised their communications in several ways: they folded their letters to hide their contents, which were often kept secret by being written in a ciphered code, and they discussed the most effective way to conceal their trae intentions behind apparent ones." The movement between the first and final two sections of Love-Letters marks a shift from an idealized correspondence between the fictional lovers Philander and Silvia to a subjective, opportunistic discourse of diplomacy. In complete contrast, Pamela's letters are supposedly written by an innocent protagonist to virtuous parents. Richardson claimed that they had a foundation in tmth and that his epistolary technique delivered an illusion of immediacyin Warner's words, "a more powerful mimesis of the mind of the writing subject." Richardson's "use of the familiar letter engages a rhetoric of radical sincerity-transparent communication from heart to heart, with nothing held in reserve, nothing disguised."12 I would like to consider Behn's Love-Letters, not in contest with Richardson's Pamela, but within the historical context of the letter, public and private-if that distinction can be made at all-of the Interregnum and the Restoration and to regard the novel as about letters, both present and absent. I am seeking to complement recent useful readings by briefly concentrating on the political and cultural background of a time when literature and politics were more involved with each other than ever before or since. The great popularity of the epistolary novel in the Restoration cannot simply be explained by referring to its potential for expressing the subjective viewpoint of the fictional character, a Lockean history of the mind, or an idealized expression of love, though these are elements deriving from one of its roots: the amatory works of Ovid. The Heroides, a series of verse loveletters, was one of his most popular works in seventeenth-century England, translated several times, most famously in a volume edited by Dryden in 1680 which included Behn's "A Paraphrase on Oenone to Paris." Ovid's poems also stimulated novellas and epistolary novels in France, Spain, and Portugal, and these books, which began to challenge the older romance form, became a major influence on the development of English fiction after 1660. In particular, Les Lettres portugaises (1669)-now attributed to Gabriel de Lavergne, vicomte de Guilleragues, but then thought to be by a real nun-achieved enormous success when translated by Roger L'Estrange as Five Love-Letters from a Nun to a Cavalier in 1678.
The translation went through ten editions by 1716 and inspired the almost equally popular sequels, Seven Portuguese Letters (1681) and Five Love-Letters written by a Cavalier (1 683), the latter a translation from the French Réponse aux Lettres portugaises (1669). L'Estrange's translation influenced the development of the epistolary genre in English as an investigation of authentic male and female passion, highlighting the form's ability to allow the reader access to the inner thoughts of the protagonist.
But, as Warren Chemaik has pointed out, The Portuguese Letters, like Love-Letters, is a hoax, seducing readers into believing they are witnessing real passion.13 It gains an illusion of immediacy and directness through skill with the epistolary form. As Peggy Kamuf argued, "the physical agitations find linguistic translation in a rhetoric of personification by which the nun signifies herself as a loose conglomerate of symbolizing impulses whose unifying principle-the lover's eyes-is absent."14 The lover's eyes are absent but the reader's are not, and the author is concerned with the latter. L'Estrange, government propagandist and translator of the Portuguese nun, was not disposed to believe the letters authentic, but he could recognize a best-seller.
Ovid is only one root of Restoration epistolary novels. Many are actually thinly disguised romans à clef, little interested in subjectivity. Both Histoire Amoureuse des Gaules (1665) The eighteenth-century sense of the private letter was foreign to Behn's period not only when it was seen in a legal context. How could a letter be private when even a king's intimate letters to his queen had in living memory been paraded before the public? In her dedication to part 1 of Love-Letters, Behn gives the context of her writing: this "blessed Age of swearing, and the hopeful Reign of evidences," a period thick with informers, spies, intelligencers, people skilled in creating crafty letters and unpicking and inventing codes. Richardson's characters do not expect their private letters to be read by people other than the recipients and their sympathetic coterie; they do not expect them to be tampered with, and it is a sign of considerable villainy when they are. It would be a naïve person indeed who could assume a right to privacy in the Restoration. had been, as a means of political espionage. The same assumption followed the government's destruction of William Dockwra's penny post in 1682, subsequently reopened under official control. This post had disseminated Shaftesbury's Whig propaganda and newspapers from 1680 until its closure.20 To make sure of its renewed control, the government showed concern for its monopoly and warned the public against unauthorized postal systems and post receivers who would take their money and lose their letters.
The government also expended considerable effort in trying to persuade the populace that the official post was a reliable and private way of dispatching mail; frequent advertisements were placed in newspapers declaring the service confidential and letters inviolate. But few believed these assurances; hence the need for frequent reiteration. When Charles n's first postmaster-general was appointed in 1660 the indenture enrolled with the letters-patent provided that the lessee should permit the secretaries of state to have the survey and inspection of all letters at their discretion. No others were supposed to open letters. By the late 1670s, under Lord Arlington as postmaster-general, the post office was a large concern carrying a "prodigiously great" number of letters around the country for 2d. In the reign of Queen Anne in 1711 when the post office was consolidated, the access was specifically limited to "express warrant in writing under the hand of one of the principal secretaries of state, for every such opening, detaining or delaying" of letters, suggesting just how lax the system had formerly been.21 That the sceptical were right to doubt the confidentiality of Charles n's postal service is clear from the career of Samuel Morland, who in "A Discourse Concerning Political Intelligence" argued that, since people were naturally vicious and self-interested, no mler should tmst them. He greatly pleased his royal master by inventing instruments for opening and reseating letters so skilfully that no one could notice they had been tampered with. He was given a pension from the post office.22 The letters of part 1 of Love-Letters, at least those by Silvia, seem closest to the Richardsonian mode: "authentic" revelation of the growth of sexual feeling in a young girl. But, more important, they show the intellectual growth of a letter writer and letter reader learning how to understand and manipulate signs, and how to represent herself so as to raise desire in the other. In the beginning Philander can with "substantial pleasure" decode Silvia's letters and catch her genuine disorder, but it is not long before he sees in his beloved not only sexual allure and beauty but "perfidy ... excellent wit and so much cunning," even "mean subtile falshood" (p. 80).
Her letters have in part learned from his example. From the start Philander is all fluency and cliché, but before achieving similar linguistic control Silvia admits "words do not enough express my soul" (p. 24). Philander quickly gives Silvia an example of suspicious reading when he wonders if one of her initial frantic letters about keeping her honour really means that she has been flattering and feigning all the time, that she is trying "little arts" (p. 27). Later he declares her letters contain her soul; yet by this time, although she insists that her arguments are "unstudyed," she already knows that her writing must control Philander politically and socially if she is not to be rained and deserted (p. 43). Philander recognizes the change: "How comes my charming Silvia so skill'd in the Mysteries of State? Where learnt ... her soft Tongue ... to talk of the concerns of Nations and Kingdoms?" (pp. 43-44).
In the process of developing, Silvia leams to read Philander for any sign of vow-breaking, any word that might be construed as repentance and coldness. So her physical fall from innocence and ingenuousness is paralleled with a rereading and from thence a recomposing of letters to heighten the appearance of spontaneity within artificiality. Even in part 1 , then, the letter has become artifice, dangerous if misunderstood, a tissue of pastoral conventions, codes, and hidden signs, all needing careful handling-political in the old sense of the word, bearing on state politics and power. In her dedication ofpart 1 to Thomas Condon, Behn praises her own love-letters under the fiction that they have been found, but not written, by her. They could, she says, properly be addressed to Condon, since he is so formed "for dispencing and receiving of Love" (p. 4). In other words, the letters would do for any suitable recipient.
In part 2, the third-person narration of the receipt of letters through the postal service begins. The first example dealt with is a straightforwardly political letter from Octavio, their new Dutch friend, advising Philander to leave the country and desert Silvia. In the context of Octavio's growing love for Silvia, it immediately poses a problem of interpretation for the properly suspicious reader. Philander's reply is in a completely different style from that of Octavio's factual warning, combining the political insight and personal flattery he had used in his love-letters to Silvia. It is prefaced by the statement that it is meant to influence a nephew of a Dutch politician and "move him to compassion." Philander is many things but he little answers to his self-description: "a poor wandring young Man" (p. 131).
An added complication here is that the correspondence between Octavio and Philander is known to the servant Brilljard, husband-of-convenience to Silvia. He too bums for the lady and his advice to his master is plainly compromised. When Philander decides to act on Octavio's letters, he rewrites his high-stmng courtship of Silvia, which readers have been led to believe was driven by genuine passion, calling it simply the seduction of a frail lady through "importunity and opportunity"-a lady who might now be won by "some new Gamster" (p. 135). Brilljard is set to be "a spy upon
her vertue" and to send intelligence reports to Philander.
And so it goes on. Letters which were foreplay in part 1 become tools of power and antidotes to sex in part 2. At least four correspondents are trying to impose on each other and with their letters advance their own amorous interests. Where the letters in part 1 were private and the writers went to great lengths to guard their secrecy, those in part 2 are handed round for interpretation and judgment. Now too, instead of the pastoral world of part 1 , where letters were hidden in baskets of strawberries and read on flowery banks, in part 2 the writers wait for the ordinary post and watch balefully as each comes and goes.
The letter with the most extreme effect is the apparently loving letter of Philander to Silvia written only a fortnight after he follows Octavio's advice and leaves town. The happy rival Octavio judges that it has "an Aire of coldness altogether unusual with that passionate Lover"; readers of the earlier hyperbolic prose have to agree, though the letter still urges love. When the usually sincere Octavio forwards it to Silvia, he tries awkwardly to ensure that she recognizes this "coldness" by affecting to think it a "mask" put on. She of course reads the letter many times, with varying degrees of outrage, but she is controlled enough to write a dissembling reply to Octavio. To Philander himself, author of this letter "Short and cold as a dead Winters day" (p. 144), she writes the kind of self-dramatizing prose that had been the staple of part 1 in an attempt to recapture the past. But then, instead of dispatching it at once, as she would mostly have done in part 1, she rereads it and fears she has been too open in her expression or too ingenious in her interpretation of the originating letter. So she tries Philander's words on Brilljard to see his reaction. Serving his own interest, he too is ready to deceive her-becoming another sort of manipulative letter decoder "like Fortunetellers who father peoples Fortune from themselves and then return it back for their own Divinity." He then writes cunningly to Philander and "having writ ... he read it over; not to see whether it were wity or Eloquent, or writ up to the fence of so good a Judge as Philander, but to see whether he had cast it for his purpose; for there his Masterpiece was to be shewn" (p. 155). Clearly, by now the business of all the letter writers is how to manage things to their "best advantage" (p. 151). Each letter Silvia writes to her waning and waxing lovers is "read over" by her before being dispatched; often other versions are tried before an early one is chosen and sent, sometimes with cover notes which try to control the meaning. A letter's power over the recipient is never guaranteed. Each letter accumulates responses according to the reader's self-interest, each is interrogated to reveal varying meanings and cunningly to provoke reaction.
Modem readers, led by the courtly codes of the romance form, accept most ofthe letters ofpart 1 as "authentic," although the coding and decoding of letters in parts 2 and 3 retrospectively affect their reading of them. While Behn makes occasional attempts in the later parts to rewrite the character of Silvia in part 1-or rather to explain her changes as typical of the generic woman-Warner is right in insisting that the three parts of LoveLetters do not form a unified whole. However, a contemporary audience would probably have been more on guard from the start and not have felt such a distinction between the parts.
Within the novel, characters act as spies and post office officials. In part 2 Silvia sends a letter to Octavio sealed with a wafer. It goes through her maid, who out of love for Brilljard gives it him. He "neatly opens [it] , as 'twas easie to do, and read and Seal 'd again" (p. 201) . He pays the maid with "some cold Kisses." Then Brilljard decides to deceive his rival and make Silvia angry at Octavio, who expects her gratitude for his having betrayed Philander by revealing a letter not meant for her eyes. Brilljard uses the knowledge he has gained from the molested letter and counterfeits Octavio's handwriting, "which was not hard for a Lover of ingenuity." All these epistolary stratagems materialize in displaced and substituted bodies as the conspiracies of the forged letters are acted out. Silvia plans to put her maid in Octavio's bed, and Brilljard plans to substitute himself for Octavio. The gripes and stomach pains Brilljard suffers from an aphrodisiac overdose mirror the mental pains the letters cause.
In part 3 of Love-Letters, the letters decrease in number. Brilljard writes to Octavio, whose letters he has been forging; his aim is now to betray Silvia in his own letter through revealing their marriage and frustrating Octavio. The letter is accepted and circumvented by Silvia, who insists that Brilljard married her bigamously. The next flurry of letters occurs when Silvia is in the power of Octavio's amorous uncle and she and Octavio must correspond clandestinely. Silvia now writes matter-of-factly or with intentional amorousness, but the more sincere lover Octavio writes "in Hast and Disorder" as, remarks the narrator, the reader "may plainly see by the Stile" (p. 296). Meanwhile, the narrative letters of Philander keep up the tone of part 1 with new loves, interrupted only by some dissembling letters to Silvia, which, by now, she perfectly understands. But, for all their knowingness and subterfuge, both Silvia and Philander can still be deceived-or rather self-deceived-and occasionally they have to accept a letter's meaning that no reinterpretation can dispel. Octavio's farewell letter to Silvia declaring that he now knows of her infidelity and falseness is also his letter of farewell to the world and to letter-writing, the art of which he never understood. From the beginning "He knew no Guile, but uttered all his Soul, and all that Soul was Honest, Just, and Brave" (p. 280).
The failure of the nation to resist and decode Gilbert Burnet's propagandist letters brings about revolution, according to the subtext of one of Behn's last poems, "Pindaric Poem to the Reverend Doctor Burnet." Here the imagined writer wants to control meaning and the reader's subjective response. The narrator, autobiographically associated with Behn, describes her own unwilling seduction, "Against my Will, you Conquer and Perswade"; his language "betrays the Heart" penetrated by the "fine Ideas."
The "Seraphick Quill" of the "Great Dictator" changes notions and principles at will.26 In the poem, writer, reader, and internal reader compete for interpretations. Outside the poem Bumet well knew the value and power of letters and in his secret histories he was concerned to explain how he had access to certain cmcial and persuasive political letters.
As King Charles's agent in Antwerp, Behn dealt in codes: she complained about the cypher or "carácter" ofher control, Halsall, "Sr yr carácter taking up more roome then a greate deale then this of mine: I have sent it & besides tis easer since a single carácter stands for a single letter & yrs has two figuers for on wch makes it difficult." Writing was closely associated with ciphering; on a very elemental level, reading, especially of letters, was deciphering.27
That Behn went on being haunted by this link between letters and manipulation and codes can be seen in the movement from the first to the second part of her translation from Tallemant; the amorous Voyage to the Island of Love and the cynical Lycidus. Letters are central to the latter, but only two appear in the mostly golden The Island ofLove, where much is transparent. The first letter of the Island ofLove is a billet-doux which the lover Lysander is foolishly persuaded to write; the second is written by his beloved Aminta, who temporarily degenerates into a coquette and sends a note to Lysander falsely giving hope. In the rest of the book, the language of letters is eschewed for the transparency of bodily blushing and blanching. In Lycidus, by contrast, the hero finds the witty Bellinda decamped to an "extreamly agreeable" village called Intelligence: the passage taken from Tallemant is considerably amplified by Behn. "There are very few inhabitants, but those that are live in perpetual union, yet do not talk much, for they understand one another with half words ... every day they take and give a secret Entertainment, speaking a particular Language, which every 29Works, 4:408. Moving from Intelligence, Lycidus goes to Amusement, where, when he is in a "fit of writing," he writes the same letter to his two mistresses "to save the expence of thought."
